stream

A fun chair that goes everywhere

Our Stream multitasker has a chic aesthetic that sets the bar for plastic seating.
TM

Expertly designed by Richard Douglas Rose and seamlessly detailed to the touch
under-seat shroud and glides available in 14 great colors.
Additional information can be found on the Global website.

Seating shown in Scarlet with Chrome legs and Swap tables.
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and eye from any angle. Designers compliment the matching arms, seating surfaces,
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Perfecting the sit experience
From a 10 minute chat with a colleague to a few hours in the classroom,
a ‘comfortable sit’ is the defining ingredient that makes Stream a great all-rounder.
Gentle anatomical contouring of the seat and back surfaces provides even support
without creating pressure points or restricting movement. The perforations in the
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plastic surfaces provide airflow for additional comfort during longer sessions.

Seating shown in Cloud with Chrome and Tungsten legs. Upholstered seats and back shown in Maharam Manner, Ablaze.
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See the difference
Stream is available in a versatile and rich palette of
14 contemporary colors that speak to a wide range
of workplace and educational environments. And
the color doesn’t stop with the seating surfaces. The
glides, arms and under-seat shroud (on upholstered
models) are color matched on every Stream chair. Just
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some of the little things that make a big difference.

Seating shown in Scarlet with upholstered seat in Maharam
Manner, Ablaze, Chrome legs and Swap table.
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Stream, we are family

Armchair with upholstered seat

Armchair

Armchair with casters

Task chair with arms

Task chair with arms,
upholstered seat and back

Armless task chair

Armchair with sled base

Armless task chair with upholstered
seat and back

Seating shown in Cloud with Chrome legs and Chrome sled base. Upholstered seats and back shown in Maharam Manner, Ablaze. Task seating shown in Shadow.
Upholstered seats and backs shown in Momentum Eon, Coquette.
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Armless chair with upholstered seat and back
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Counter stool with arms, upholstered seat and back

Armless counter stool with upholstered seat

Bar stool with arms, upholstered seat and back

Armless bar stool

Height adjustable stool with arms

Armless height adjustable stool

Height adjustable stool with arms,
upholstered seat and back

Armless height adjustable stool
with upholstered seat and back

Seating shown in Cloud with Chrome legs. Upholstered seats and backs shown in Maharam Manner, Ablaze. Height adjustable stools shown in Shadow.
Upholstered seats and backs shown in Momentum Eon, Coquette.
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Extended family
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Suited to your task

Some tasks require constant movement. When the job involves getting in and out
of your seat often, or moving from one station to another, multi-purpose chairs
chairs and durable plastic seat and back models.
Additional information can be found on the Global website.

Seating shown in Shadow with Black frame. Upholstered seats and backs shown in Momentum Eon, Coquette. 2gether tables and Swap bar height tables shown.
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and height adjustable stools fit the bill. Choose from comfortable, fully upholstered
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Any way you stack it
Flex space is the day-to-day where people work and learn. Here is how Stream
stacks up: unupholstered plastic models stack up to five high on the floor and
15 high on the dolly with an overall height that will safely clear a commercial
door opening. Upholstered models, four-legged caster and glide models stack five
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high on the floor and 10 high on the dolly. All stools stack five high on the floor.

Seating shown in Scarlet with Chrome and Tungsten legs.
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Stream, a fast learner
Tablet arm models provide ample surface for laptops,
tablets and traditional note-taking. The hinged tablet
swings up and into position easily and slides backward
and forward to give a comfortable fit. Tablet models are
available for ‘righties’ and ‘lefties’ in both four-legged
and sled base frame styles.
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Backpack rack models available

Seating shown in Night with Black legs. Tablet shown in Noce Biondo.
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A star in the classroom

Meet the unique storage needs of educational settings with integrated backpack
racks. Plentiful rack space for bags and books is available with four-legged
addition of casters.

Seating shown in Scarlet with Tungsten legs. Zook tables shown.
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chairs. Roll Stream smoothly into different classroom configurations with the
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Light neutrals palette
There are five light neutral hues in the overall Stream
palette of 14 colors. Cloud is an elegant soft white
that is complemented by two cool and two warm
neutrals to coordinate with the tonal direction of
the interior environment.

Cloud

Frost

Sand

Fog
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Latte
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Dark neutrals palette
A rich Ink blue and deep purple Eggplant define the
dark neutral palette. Shadow is a dark gray that was
carefully balanced in the lab to work seamlessly
with a spectrum of textile colors and patterns if the
seat and/or back are upholstered. Night is a true
deep black that is always in style. Match up any of
the dark neutrals with a Black painted frame for a
classic look.

Eggplant

Shadow

Ink
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Night
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Brights palette
Bring in the color with these five on-trend hues.
We included a lively cactus green and a carrot
orange that look like they were pulled fresh from
the garden. Matching glide colors across the entire
Stream palette bring a pop of color where you
least expect it.

Carrot

Dijon

Cactus

Scarlet
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Buzz Blue
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It’s in the details

Features

Optional backpack rack on four-legged chairs

Tablet seating

Frame finishes

Adjustable sliding tablet

Black

Tablet lifts to 90º for easy access

Chrome

Standard tablet size is 18"D x 14.5"W and is
made of Black polymer

Tungsten

Casters

Footrest with tightening handle on height
adjustable stools

Optional 18.5"D x 18.5"W high pressure laminate
writing tablet
Optional casters available on all four-legged
chair models

Five-prong base is available in Black (shown)
or Chrome. Optional hard and soft floor casters
on task and height adjustable stool models
are available

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.
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Cover: Seating shown in Cloud with Tungsten legs.
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